Non-Surgical Treatment with Chemical Peeling and Subsequent Vitamin C Iontophoresis for Rolling Scars in Acne Vulgaris
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Abstract

A 19-year-old man had atrophic scars on bilateral temple for several years. The atrophic scars were composed of rolling scars (three depressions, 8 × 4 mm in diameter), ice pick scars and boxcar scar. The patient was treated with chemical peeling (CP) using 20% glycolic acid (GA) (pH 3.2) and subsequent iontophoresis with vitamin C derivative at one month’s interval twice. Remarkable improvement was observed; the rolling scars almost disappeared with traces of hypopigmented macule. However, the ice pick scars and boxcar scar did not improve. CP and subsequent vitamin C iontophoresis can be an alternative non-surgical and non-invasive treatment for rolling scar in acne.
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Case Report

A 19-year-old man had atrophic scars on bilateral temple for several years. The atrophic scars were composed of rolling scars (three depressions, 8 × 4 mm in diameter), ice pick scars and boxcar scar (Figure 1(a)). The hypopigmented depressions of the rolling scars had a resulting undulating appearance and broadly based skin surface with poorly demarcated border (Figure 1(a)). The patient was treated with chemical peeling (CP) using 20% glycolic acid (GA) (pH 3.2) and subsequent iontophoresis with Moisture Gel (Environ; protea Japan, Tokyo, Japan) at one month’s interval twice. Moisture Gel contains vitamin C (ascorbic acid), vitamin A (retinyl palmitate), vitamin E, vitamin B5 and β-carotene.

Remarkable improvement was observed; the rolling scars almost disappeared...
Figure 1. (a) Before the treatment, rolling scars (R), ice pick scars (I) and boxcar scar (B) were observed on the temple. The surface of rolling scars (R) are hypopigmented depressed and undulating with broad based skin surface; (b) After the treatment of chemical peeling by 20% GA (pH 3.2) and subsequent vitamin C iontophoresis twice at one month’s interval, remarkable improvement was observed in the rolling scars (R). The rolling scars almost disappeared with trace hypopigmented macule. However, ice pick scars (I) and boxcar scar (B) did not improve.

Atrophic scar is one of the most important complications in acne vulgaris. Jacob et al. classified three types of atrophic scars in acne: icepick scar, rolling scar and boxcar scar [1]. Icepick scar is narrow (<2 mm) (V-shaped) sharply delineated and extended and tapered into the deep dermis and subcutis. Rolling scar is wider than 4 to 5 mm and has broad based skin surface with poorly demarcated depression and resultant undulating appearance (M-shaped). It is very superficial with a vertical extension that is limited to a depth corresponding to the epidermal thickness. Boxcar scar is round oval shaped and punch out with broad relatively flat base with vertical edge (U-shaped). However, these three types of scars are not always distinguishable.

Recent treatments for atrophic scar are laser resurfacing, emerging laser technologies, dermabrasion, chemical peeling, chemical reconstruction of skin scars (CROSS) technique, micro-needling, radiofrequency, fillers, punch excision and punch elevation, subcision and autologous platelet-rich plasma [2].

The pathogenesis of atrophic scar formation is unclear. The mechanism of rolling scar formation is believed to involve dermal tethering of the dermis to the subcutis. Abnormal fibrous anchoring of the dermis to the subcutis leads to superficial shadowing and rolling or undulating appearance to the overlying skin [3]. Therefore, rolling scar is preferentially treated by subcision to loosen the force of fiber in the dermis [1]. In addition, surgical treatments such as micro-needling and dermal fillers are performed [4], and most recent thread-lift technique [5]. CP is a novel non-surgical treatment for acne scar [6]. In particular, CP by GA is a non-invasive and non-harmful treatment. CP is believed to be effective for macular scar such as postinflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH).
However, icepick scar and rolling scar do not improve following CP according to the previous reports [3]. CP can regenerate the renewal of basal cells in the epidermis, enable skin remodeling, promote turnover of keratinocytes, proliferate fibroblasts and regulate cytokine network. Mild erythema and irritation are side effects of GA. If the epidermis remained at base of scar such as superficial rolling scar, the keratinocytes in the epidermis can proliferate, resulting in re-epithelialization and supplung the depressed defect of epidermis. In addition, vitamin C can also promote wound healing [7] in this case. Recent study [8] showed altered metabolism of elastic fibers and collagen fibers on transforming growth factor-β1 signalling is involved in formation of atrophic scar in acne. As the number of this study is small, the limitation still remains.

CP and subsequent vitamin C iontophoresis can be an alternative non-surgical and non-invasive treatment for rolling scar in acne.
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